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Euro-American author and conservationist Terry Tempest Williams writes, in 

an essay in the collection Red: Passion and Patience in the Desert, called “Strike Moment,”:  

“Chema Madoz is a Spanish artist who has used the simple matchstick as his ars 

poetica. He calls his installation ‘Mixtos,’ or matches. I absorb his images:  

● A spent match is resting horizontally against the background of wood where a knot in the 

grain resembles a flame. The match reignites... 

● A half circle of matchsticks splayed against a horizon becomes the rising sun.  

● A full circle of matchsticks is the full sun… 

● The lead of a pencil is replaced with the head of a match. 

 What is it that ignites an artist’s soul, a writer’s hand? What is responsible for that 

strike moment, where the match and band of sandpaper unite in a friction that produces 

flame. The strike moment of the artist creates the moment of illumination for the 

viewer.  

Democracy is full of strike moments, when injustice rubs against justice 

and a flame is carried by a [person,] a community, who lights a path of right 

action in the name of social change. 

Burning passion. A slow burn. Coals. Smoke. On our hands and knees we blow 

the embers back to light. How close must we get to the source that burns to singe our 

souls into action? 

A book of matches. Each turn of a page. Strike moment. A fire in the mind 

believing it is possible to read or paint the world differently… 

Strike the match. 

Stare into the flame.  



Dare to be burned by the heat of our own ambitious hearts.” 

  I wrote about this passage by Terry Tempest Williams when I applied to 

seminary. I was thinking about taking two or three years off to do community 

organizing before going back to grad school, but in the fall of 2017, decided to 

accelerate that timeline, and apply instead just months after I had graduated from 

college. 

I explained a little bit about that change of heart in my application essays. I 

wrote, “This season, the fall of 2017, our nation and neighbors have been ravaged by 

our seas swelling unforgivingly and our earth shaking uncontrollably—Harvey, Irma, 

Maria; an 8.1 [magnitude earthquake] and a 7.1, only 600 miles apart. And as power is 

slowly being restored, foundations rebuilt, and lives equilibrated, more is at risk: 

sanctuary for our country’s beloved and courageous DREAMers, the protected status 

of our national monuments, the promise of universal healthcare. It is hard to rise up 

from the dust and debris of a single tragedy, but to rise up—as a community, as a 

nation—from blow after blow after blow is a challenge unlike any I have known.” 

“Yet, I have been witness to an influx of ‘strike moments’ and strike people—

people who counter injustice or tragedy with justice and hope. News networks rallying 

around relief efforts; AmeriCorps teams heading south to the sites of recovery; 

petitions, letters, and humble acts of protest and activism; senators preparing to ‘run 

down the clock;’ sleepless nights, political courage, and radical empathy; the 

transmission of stories that dissolve barriers and move people of different skin colors, 

creeds, and histories. Like matches against sandpaper, these ‘strike’ people stand in 

their truths blow after blow, and they call me to ministry, time and again. 

Why?...Because I believe that the only thing louder than the rumbles of an earthquake 

of a heartbreaking 8.1 magnitude are the anthems and hymns of the relief. [And] 

because I believe that we, [as Unitarian Universalists], are in the service of hope, 

[relief,] and stamina.” 

  I share this with you this morning, not just because we have come full circle 

since I was first applying to seminary, but because when we read Terry Tempest 

Williams’ words, “Democracy is full of strike moments, when injustice rubs against 

justice and a flame is carried,” I think it’s easy to see those strike moments in big 

victories and big sea changes: in major legislation passed, Supreme Court decisions, 

peace treaties, etc.—in things outside of our control or outside of our hands. 



  But upon a closer look, this passage evokes some additional imagery. It also 

reminds me of the rituals of our UU worship services. We use a matchstick and 

sandpaper to light a taper which ultimately lights our chalice. Our chalice serves in our 

UU faith as the heart and hearth of our worship services. At some point in the service 

we take another taper, lit from the chalice, down to the sandbox, and use that candle 

to light the others around that. On Christmas Eve, that ritual is magnified fifty-fold—

one candle lights three more, and each of those, three more after that.  

When I think about the power of the image of a candle lighting another candle 

and then another, I begin to see social justice as a far more democratic and quiet 

process than I think I ever understood, and we, every single one of us, as an 

important part of it. Whether it's a day we’re showing up at the polls to vote or not, all 

of us labor, every day, to keep our candles well lit, to do right by others, and to 

advocate for the most marginalized among us and that, I think, is what pushes the 

needle. 

  As the First Parish justice leaders said in the message in the YouTube service 

today, we are called still to carry out the work of justice in our communities and in 

our wider world, knowing that the power we each have might just be the difference 

between being a lone candle that helps someone else find their way into the work.  

  

May it be so. 

 

Amen. 


